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Re-keying of I,J,K Buildings 
 

The construction of the I,J,K buildings and the associated link blocks started in late 1974 and continued into 1976 by Holman 
Construction.  K block I believe was the first to be built, making it about 32 years old. 
 

The locks used throughout I,J,K buildings are Union locks manufactured in England by Josiah Parkes and Sons.  The 2 main types 
used are the mortice lock and the key in knob locking latch set. 
 

From our FMD lock database, Faye has worked out the following facts and figures: 
• 546 locks are installed throughout I,J,K buildings 
• 2275 keys issued and are in use 
• 727 keys issued and their whereabouts are unknown  
• 81 keys are lost or broken 
• 1605 keys for I,J,K buildings are hanging on the hooks in FMD key room 
• 350 keys have not been returned by people who have left the University or have changed departments. 
 

Why re-key? 
 

Apart from the obvious security risk as outlined above, the maintaining and servicing of the locks has been quite a problem for the 
FMD carpenters over the last six years.  Spare parts are unobtainable and the old Union library locks that were replaced years ago 
have been stripped for parts to keep the I,J.K system going. 
 

The new key and lock cylinder system, and new multi-function locks and furniture were ordered in November 2006 at a cost in 
excess of $40,000.00. 
 

The installation work started in June 2007 and is being carried out by Stu Banks Builders. Installation work has been programmed 
around teaching and exam times and so far six departments have been completed.  All the office doors in the link blocks are being 
replaced as the work progresses. So far 12 out of 32 have been completed.  We have introduced new protocols for the issue of keys 
and one person is now in total charge of issuing and ordering keys for the FASS departments. 
 

Facts and figures relating to the new system: 
• 450 new lock cylinders to be installed 
• 300 complete new locks to be installed, 150 have been installed over the last 6 years 
• 1300 keys make up the system 
• 600  keys to be issued to staff 
 

I would like to thank all the staff of I,J,K for putting up with the noise and dust and special thanks to Mike & Sam, the carpenters 
carrying out the work. 

Piet Koers 

Te Ahurutanga Refurbishment 

 
                                                              (Left-Right:  TEAH at June ‘07 and the refurbished TEAH)  
 
 
 

  Work is well under way on the total refurbishment of TEAH to house the PVC (Maori) and her staff. Hopefully what you see above  
  presages a successful FMD project to turn one of the campus’ “sows ears” into the “silk purse” of the architect’s impression. 

Trevor  Harris



 
Facilitation will be produced monthly.  This publication is available online at http://www.waikato.ac.nz/fmd/ 

For communications relating to the FMD newsletter please contact Judy Brighting, ext 4980, email judyb@waikato.ac.nz. 

Extra Curricular Activities 
 

A prominent FMD Staff member was caught on photo doing 
extra curricular activities at the Library on Saturday 28th July 
after reportedly telling his wife that he was ‘going to the 
Library to study. Gee John where do you think you are? A 
knotted hanky on your head and people would think its 
Bognor Beach.  
 

The photo is actually of John helping clean up the flood in the 
plant room of the library which was caused by a split fire hose 
reel. The plant room is dry in the photo but was covered with 3 
inches of water when first discovered. It leaked down on to the 
3rd and 4th floors with a few spots even getting through to the 
2nd floor. Fortunately quick work by the library staff and others 
meant only a few books were slightly damaged. I would hate 
to think what the mess would have been like if the hose had 
burst over night rather than during the day. Thanks to John, 
Phil and Bruce who rushed to man the wet-vacs to clear the 
water.  
 

Now if this is what happens when you do study, how do we 
get Laurie involved? 

Miike Anderson 
 

In case you 
haven’t 
recognised  
who this is,  
yes - its  
John Badham  
with a vacuum  
cleaner! 
 
Where is that  
40 cents??? 

 

 

Its Annual Reporting Time Again  … … ...   
Supplied by Robin Dunmall

  
 
 
 
  

Take the test:  How vulnerable are you to the negative effects of stress? 
 

The following stress test was developed by psychologists Lyle H Miller and Alma 
Dell Smith at Boston University Medical Centre.  Score each item from 1 (almost 
always) to 5 (never), according to how much of the time each statement applies to 
you. 
___ 1. I eat at least one hot, balanced meal a day 
___ 2 I get seven to eight hours of sleep at least four nights a week 
___ 3. I give and receive affection regularly 
___ 4. I have at least one relative within 50 miles on whom I can rely 
___ 5. I exercise to the point of perspiration at least twice a week 
___ 6. I smoke less than half a pack of cigarettes a day 
___ 7. I take fewer than five alcoholic drinks a week 
___ 8. I am the appropriate weight for my height 
___ 9. I have an income adequate to meet basic expenses 
___ 10. I get strength from my religious beliefs 
___ 11. I regularly attend club or social activities 
___ 12. I have a network of friends and acquaintances 
___ 13. I have one or more friends to confide in about personal matters 
___ 14. I am in good health (including eyesight, hearing, teeth) 
___ 15. I am able to speak openly about my feelings when angry or worried 
___ 16. I have regular conversations with the people I live with about domestic 

problems (e.g. chores, money and daily living issues) 
___ 17. I do something for fun at least once a week 
___ 18. I am able to organise my time effectively 
___ 19. I drink fewer than three cups of coffee (or tea or cola drinks) a day 
___ 20. I take quiet time for myself during the day 
 

___ TOTAL 
 

To get your score, add up the figures and subtract 20.  Any number over 30 
indicates a vulnerability to stress.  You are seriously vulnerable if your score is 
between 50 and 75 and extremely vulnerable if it is over 75. 

Extract provided by Tony Dicks  
From “Managing Multiple Projects, Objectives and Deadlines”, produced by SkillPath Seminars 

FMD Social Club update 
 

Sausage Sizzle – Wed 12 Sept:  There will be a 
free lunchtime sausage sizzle in the FMD 
courtyard as 12noon on Wed 12th. 
End of Year Xmas Social – Fri 30 Nov:  This 
year we are organising a ‘hangi’ to be held in the 
FMD courtyard on Fri 30th.  There will be a small 
charge.  Partners are invited.  Further 
information will be provided. 
Bus Trip – Feb/Mar 2008:  We are contemplating 
doing a bus trip in Feb/Mar to ride on the ‘Rain 
Forest Express’ through the Waitakere Ranges.  
This is a 2.5 hour train ride that goes through 
tunnels with glow worms, the Upper Nihotupu 
Dam and rain forest.  There will be a comfort 
stop from where you can overlook the Nihotupu 
Valley and Manukau Harbour. The rest of the 
day will be in Auckland at leisure.  The cost will 
be approx $25 and bus trip cost.  For booking 
purposes, those interested please put your name 
on the sheet of paper on the noticeboard in the 
FMD tearoom. 

Acknowledgement of Appreciation 
Yes, another one!! 

(Received by Ray Hayward, Security Manager) 
 

Hi Ray, I have just had a note handed to me 
from one of my RA’s who had to call Security 
on Saturday and they were excellent to deal 
with.  This is appreciated and pass on our 
thanks. 
 

Regards, Leigh  
 

Leigh Sanderson, Residential Manager 
Student Village - 14/8/07 

Scholarship Win for FMD:  Congratulations to Karleen Smith on 
being awarded the 2007 TEFMAOPUS Management Development 
Program (MDP) Scholarship.   This MDP Scholarship is set up to 
provide an opportunity for supervisors/middle managers to gain 
further knowledge in a range of relevant facilities and general 
management skills and techniques to then apply in their 
institutions.   The scholarship has a value of A$3000. This year’s 
course runs from 9–14 September at the Melbourne Business 
School, Mt Eliza, Victoria. 
 
 

We look forward to Karleen’s feedback on her experiences on this 
course in a future “Facilitation”.                                        Regards, Trevor 


